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ABSTRACT  

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a promising technology to enable secure cryptography after quantum computers have 
been developed. It allows for a key growing protocol that permits creating absolutely random keys to be used in the one-
time pad codification scheme. Enabling a global QKD network is one of the final goals of the field. However, to do this 
with conventional optical fibres presents a fundamental limitation due to their intrinsic loss. Free-space, and specifically 
satellite links, have been proposed as an alternative and have gathered a lot of interest in recent years. They are considered 
one of the best candidates to enable a global network. Free-space QKD implementations are dominated by polarisation 
encoding protocols due to the relative transparency of the atmosphere to polarization. Nonetheless, time-bin and phase 
codifications offer some advantages and can be practical thanks to new passive interferometer designs. In this paper, the 
first free-space Coherent One-Way (COW) implementation is reported, some design considerations are commented, and 
the results of the experiment are shown. These show how time-bin/phase codifications are interesting candidates for free-
space QKD. 

 
Keywords: quantum communication, free-space quantum key distribution, time-bin QKD, quantum technology, single-
photon detection, atmospheric turbulence. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is a key growing protocol that exploits quantum mechanics properties to overcome the 
security threat of quantum computers. Most current Internet security protocols are based on mathematical problems that 
are exponentially difficult for classical computers to solve. However, Shor’s1 and Grover’s2 algorithms are more efficient 
in breaking them, and for many, the complexity decreases from exponential to polynomial time. To overcome this threat, 
different solutions have been proposed. One of them is QKD, a quantum protocol that allows different parties to create 
secure and random keys. If QKD is combined with a one-time pad, i.e., encoding every message with a single use key with 
the same length as the message, it is mathematically proven that there is no computational strategy for an eavesdropper 
(Eve) to break this codification. Importantly, this is currently the only known method proven to be secure without 
assumptions. Part of the communication in a QKD protocol happens in a classical channel (this is an untrusted channel 
where information can be copied by Eve), however, this channel must be authenticated beforehand, so the different parties 
must pre-share a secure key. Hence, strictly speaking, QKD does not create a secure key out of nothing, which is the reason 
why it is known as a growing key protocol. Nevertheless, this is a reasonable assumption, and it would only need to be 
done once since for a second round, part of the previous secret key can be used to authenticate the channel again. It is not 
in the scope of this paper to introduce the fundamentals of QKD, if the reader is not familiar with it, some introductory 
review papers can be found in 3,4. 

QKD is nowadays a mature optical technology, but it has a fundamental limitation: the power is limited to a few photons 
per pulse. This presents a challenge for achieving communications at long distances or high rates. Conventional fibres 
(with losses of 0.2 dB/km) restrict QKD to a few hundreds of kilometres. Therefore free-space, and specifically satellite 
QKD5–7, has been gaining a lot of interest in recent years. Satellite links offer lower attenuations (~0.06 dB/km, although 
it varies depending on the channel and systems used) that are promising to enable a global quantum communication 
network, as was demonstrated by the Micius satellite when two stations from Austria and China were connected8.  
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Free-space channel demonstrations are dominated by polarisation-based protocols, i.e., the information is encoded in the 
polarisation of the light. The reason for this is the relative transparency of the atmosphere to polarisation9,10. Nevertheless, 
qubits can be encoded in a different degree of freedom; phase or time-bin are two popular options due to the simple 
experimental implementation that they offer11–13. However, these protocols rely on unbalanced interferometry, which is 
challenging to realize due to the multimodal beam found at the receiver aperture14,15 after a turbulent channel. Hence, there 
are few experimental demonstrations of these protocols in free-space16,17. There are solutions like adaptive optics (AO)18, 
but these are active components which increase the cost and the complexity of the systems. Passive designs offer a 
promising alternative to enable phase/time-bin codification in free-space. These are based on relay optics (or optical paths 
with different refractive indexes) that compensate for the different path evolutions in both arms in an unbalanced 
interferometer. 

This work presents an implementation of a free-space time-bin receiver, using the Coherent One-Way (COW) protocol. 
To our knowledge, this is the first free-space implementation of this protocol, and it opens the door to these kinds of 
codifications being used in satellite QKD. To simulate satellite links, a turbulence simulator was implemented in the lab19. 
The results are promising and demonstrate how these codifications are feasible alternatives offering unique advantages. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE COW PROTOCOL 

 
In the original COW12 protocol, the logical bits are encoded in two time-bins, using weak coherent pulses with a mean 
photon number (MPN) per pulse of 𝜇. The source is very simple, as it only consists of a long coherent laser pulsed by an 
intensity modulator and followed by a variable attenuator. The logical ‘0’ is encoded with a non-empty pulse at the early 
time-bin and an empty pulse at the late one. The logical ‘1’ is the opposite. These two states are non-orthogonal to each 
other if 𝜇 is low, being the probability of unambiguously distinguishing them 𝑝 = 1 − 𝑒 | |^ , where 𝛼 = √𝜇𝑡𝑡 , 𝑡 is 
the transmittivity of the channel, and 𝑡  is the transmittivity of Bob’s beam splitter (Figure 1). There is a third sequence 
(decoy) introduced to avoid specific attacks from Eve. This sequence does not carry any information and it is encoded 
with two non-empty pulses. At the receiver, Bob divides the light into two stages using a passive beam splitter with 
transmittivity 𝑡 . The transmitted light goes into the key detection stage, where a single detector performs a simple time 
of arrival measurement, if no Eve is present, the only source of errors would come from the detector imperfections. If Bob 
detects the decoy sequence in this stage, he simply discards it as it carries no information (at least in the original COW 
proposal). The reflected light goes into an unbalanced interferometer, which interferes two consecutive pulses and checks 
the visibility for a security analysis. Because the pulses are coherent with each other, in an ideal scenario a visibility of 1 
would indicate no one eavesdropped on the communication. 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the coherent one-way protocol. The transmitter is simple to implement, and it 
usually consists of a continuous wave laser pulsed with an intensity modulator. The laser must have a long 
coherence, so every pulse has the same phase as the previous one. A variable attenuator is used to reach the required 
MPN. At the receiver, Bob splits the beam into two with a passive beam splitter or transmittance 𝑡 . The transmitted 
light is directed to a single-photon detector to measure time of arrival. The reflected light is directed to an 
unbalanced interferometer to check the coherence between two consecutive non-empty pulses. Figure taken from 
reference12 
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The security of the protocols relies on the fact that pulses are coherent with each other, so if Eve was to interfere the 
communication, she would break this coherence and it could be detected at the interferometer stage. This protocol is secure 
against the photon-number splitting (PNS) attacks (contrary to BB84), since counting the photons in each pulse breaks the 
coherence between them, therefore, introducing errors. The intercept-resend attack will also introduce errors as Eve would 
be breaking the coherence again. One errorless strategy that Eve could follow is sending to her system only a fraction of 
the photons to replicate the loss of the channel. However, in doing so the gained information is little, and it can be removed 
in the privacy amplification stage. More interesting are the sequential attacks20–22. This strategy was only studied some 
years later after COW was first proposed, and a full derivation of the security implications was only derived two years 
ago. It surprisingly found that the original COW is insecure at long distances (large losses), and a few counter 
measurements were proposed to enhance the security again. Finally, more sophisticated collective attacks can be performed 
to obtain some information, a study on a specific case was presented in 200823, although the security implications of those 
are not as severe as the sequential attacks for the original proposal. 

3. PRACTICAL CHALLENGES OF A FREE-SPACE COW IMPLEMENTATION 

To realize the challenging interferometry after a turbulent channel, two different designs for an unbalanced Michelson 
interferometer were presented in reference24. One of the solutions used relay lenses to correct for the different path 
evolutions. In the second design, the correction was done with a glass rod with a bigger refractive index in one of the arms. 
A third design was presented in reference25, where three different refractive indexes (two glass rods and one air gap) were 
used to achieve thermal stabilisation as well. If this feature is only approximated, only two different glasses could be used, 
which reduces the cost and the size of the final system. 
 
For this work, an optimisation analysis was done with the three different solutions, the study was focused on three different 
metrics: the size of the interferometer, cost, and thermal stability. The key parameter for this is the repetition rate at the 
transmitter. The bigger the repetition rate, the closer the pulses are between each other, so a smaller path difference is 
needed between the different arms, which makes the system closer to a balanced system. In this case, a repetition rate of 
1 GHz was selected, which is in the limit of the single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) operational regime26. 
 

 
Figure 2. Size comparison (a) and thermal stability (b) for the different design options. The 1 glass rod + an air gap 
is always the smallest option, which eases the implementation of an external stabilisation system. The relay lenses 
are the cheapest and the only feasible option for lower repetition rates. The 2 glass rods (and an air gap) is especially 
robust for high repetition rates. In (c) an approximate region of where each design works best is sketched. 
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The results are depicted in Figure 2. The size is optimised for the 1 glass rod design as the refractive indexes difference 
between arms is the largest (Figure 2 (a)). The 2 glass rods (and an air gap) design has a bigger size than the relay lenses 
even though the refractive index difference is also larger, this is because this design looks also for thermal stabilisation, so 
certain solutions are restricted. Thermal stabilisation is shown in Figure 2 (b), which for the 2 glass solution is almost 
perfect (being perfect if the air gap is included). The 1 glass option has the worst stabilisation, as the thermal expansion 
difference between arms is the biggest and there is no compensation. The relay lenses are somewhere in between. Figure 
2 (c) shows an optimal region for each design: the relay lenses are probably the only feasible solution for lower repetition 
rates as the glass rod prices increase with longer optics, and there is also a limit in length where they can be manufactured, 
due to the impossibility to be polished without breaking them. Relay lenses also have a practical limit because of the focal 
length. The 1 glass rod + an air gap can be interested in the region between 1 GHz and 5 GHz, this is because the size of 
the system is smaller and that would ease the implementation of an external stability system. For higher repetition rates, 
the difference in cost for the 2 glass rods (+ and air gap) is small enough to be considered preferable over the 1 glass rod 
design due to the thermal stability advantage. Because of this analysis, the interferometer for this work was built with the 
relay lenses design. 

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

For the experiment an atmospheric turbulence simulator was implemented in the lab, more details about it can be found in 
reference19. The transmitter was pulsed at 1 GHz as mentioned above, the central wavelength of the laser was 852 nm, 
which is a good trade-off between detector technology and atmosphere transmittivity, the MPN per pulse was 0.07. The 
𝑡  ratio was set to 0.5 with a passive beam-splitter. Two different silicon SPAD detectors were mounted with a 45% 
detection efficiency at 852 nm and a dark count rate of 200 c/s (key stage) and 400 c/s (interferometer stage). To distil a 
secret key the model against the specific collective attack was implemented23. 
 
The COW protocol was performed with three different turbulent patterns with three different strengths: low, medium and 
strong. This was done to demonstrate the robustness of the design against multimodal patterns and to study the impact of 
the extra losses due to stronger turbulences. The results for the final secret key rate (SKR) and the quantum bit error rate 
(QBER) can be seen in Figure 3, the black solid line represents the model for a constant 93% visibility. The green points 
represent the experimental results obtained for the low turbulence pattern (set as reference for the losses), the yellow points 
for medium, and the red ones for strong. Medium and strong patterns have an extra loss associated with the bigger 
wandering and scintillation effects from a turbulent channel. Hence, they differ from the model in both SKR and QBER.  

 
Figure 3. Final SKR (a) and QBER (b) of the free-space COW implementation. The black solid lines represent the 
model for a constant 93% visibility. Three different turbulent level patterns were carried out: low (green), yellow 
(medium), and strong (red). Medium and strong turbulences have an extra loss associated with higher wandering 
and scintillation effects. In the applied patterns a 3.2 and 9.3 dB extra loss was measured, which is in accordance 
with other works6,27. 
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With all the turbulent patterns a high visibility >91% was maintained, with maximums of 93%. These results show the 
feasibility of implementing time-bin protocols for free-space channels. A positive SKR for a maximum of 32 dB was found 
with low turbulence, 25 dB for the medium case, and 16 dB for the strong scenario, which indicates the high impact of the 
turbulence in the communication and how important is to be considered in the modelling.  
The results could be further improved following some strategies. First, the 𝑡  ratio can be increased to direct more light 
into the key stage. Second, the main QBER contribution came from the low intensity modulator (IM) extinction ratio 
(15 dB), which was introducing a 2.3% QBER, so an improvement in it would lead to a considerable improvement in the 
SKR. The jitter introduced from the electrical equipment required to pulse the laser also introduced 0.7% QBER, this could 
be improved by increasing the bandwidth of the equipment. Finally, we believe a more sophisticated alignment could lead 
to higher visibilities, which also has an impact on the SKR. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, an implementation of a free-space COW protocol has been demonstrated. The experiment shows promising 
results that indicate the feasibility of time-bins protocols in free-space. Positive SKR were distilled for losses of 32, 25 and 
16 dB for low, medium, and strong turbulence. The visibility was maintained above 91% for any pattern applied and 
maximums of 93% were found. Time-bin protocols offer some advantages over their polarisation counterparts, such as 
having a simpler implementation and being easier to pulse. Besides, they do not require active polarisation compensation 
due to the motion of the satellites. The results also show the importance of considering the atmosphere in the modelling, 
since strong turbulences could mean the impossibility of establishing a communication in the link. 

It is important to mention that as this experiment was performed, it is not secure. This is due to the impact of the sequential 
attacks mentioned above. Some counter measurements have been proposed to make these attacks less efficient. For 
instance, if the decoy detection rates are monitored, the maximum distance can be extended. This is something left for 
future work. 
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